The Earth Spirit Journal
A monthly Newsletter created with the intention of providing you
with thoughts on the evolving shamanic practise of bringing
balance between the Earth and Spirit.

October 2016
A Month to Dance
Welcome to Shamanics in Portugal´s Journal. Our intention is
to remind you our readers, friends and connections we are all
part of a much larger, ever evolving community bringing balance
between Father Sky and Mother Earth, and within ourselves. This
was never more so than this month of October!
The Journal is also available on YouTube so you can listen to it as
well as view some of the scenery where our events are held. To
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further assist you to stay in the flow of what is evolving, we make
almost daily posts on our Facebook page.
No matter where you are on this planet, the heightened energies
of September´s eclipse cycle of letting go and releasing have
taken many into emotional depths not visited before. Bringing to
the surface beliefs about self and relationships, which were not
necessarily from this lifetime.
The purpose? So we can become who we want to become in
this lifetime.
These last four months have been very much ones of the energy
of Fire - transformation. October´s new moon brought a shift to a
Libran moon – the scales, an Air sign. The element of freedom
of movement and expansion
As a follower of shamanic practice you know this is the element
closest to Spirit. It is through our breath and mastering our
breath we connect the conscious and unconscious mind, so
allowing us to access the spiritual realms. For it is only from
here can we really know who we want to become? (Should you
wish to know more about the clarity Air energy can bring, as a
subscriber you can download a complimentary copy of our All
About Air workbook).
Hence what we begin to create now, even if only in outline, will
form the basis for the coming new cycle. Which is why we need
to be still and hear our guidance.
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Taking the dance floor
We are now in the first of the three lunar cycles this month, the
last of which is referred to as a ‘blue moon’. Meaning this is a
powerful month to shift your emotions, especially all those
involving relationships. Not only the intimate ones, all including
those in business and partnerships.
As a reminder, in September´s Journal we referred to our
“fortune finder Jupiter moving into the balancing and fair-minded
Libra - remaining here until October 2017.” We are also now in a
Libran moon. Hence why this month is a dance between the
old and the new. A deeper sense of release and relief combined
with a necessity to accept more, to allow yourself to be and
receive.
This month may feel as though we are dancing from one
emotional extreme to another totally opposite, or at least in our
minds! If instead you look upon it as a dance of polarities, you
may better understand all of our energies are seeking to find a
way to be balanced toward a refined sense and state of
equilibrium. So, creating balance within each of us.
This last quarter of 2016 is about allowing the new to push aside
the patterns of our old beliefs. In this way we will help ourselves
create our new presence. The patterns though will make sure
they cannot be ignored as they are always showing and revealing
to us something about ourselves. If you are ready, feel into those
patterns and how they are connected to your behaviour. Look
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around in your world, it is full of patterns. Do you want or need
them all?
The emptier the mind, the less patterns will be present and the
more conscious awareness you can embody. This is the coming
shift for next year.
Which is why this last quarter of 2016 is about planting the
seeds of what you desire in your life. The exact nature of the
years which follow October 2017 will depend on the seeds you
plant prior to then.
This October offers us new beginnings, if we choose to take up
the offer? Doing so though will require us to listen to our own
quiet voice!

Expressing your freedom…..
16th October brings the full moon, then on the 19th expect an
unusual amount of energy and a heightened sense of self
confidence. This will allow success to be achieved more easily as
the fire of Mars and Pluto merge in one powerful conjunction –
symbolising beginnings and completion.
On the 28th there will be a strong urge for freedom. Though be
careful about acting or deciding in haste. Make sure you are
balanced and centred as a powerful surge of energy courses
through your life.
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The next day beauty, love and values merge with reality and
discipline as you enter a phase of sincerity and realism about
relationships, finances and making your environment just as you
desire. Meaning you will need to be centred and emotionally
balanced!
Finally on the 30th there is the new moon, a blue moon. This lunar
cycle carries many opportunities to use your intuition to set a
new agenda for your life. Accessing your truth and wisdom at
their deepest levels.
~~~~~~~~~~~~

One Spirit Work
On the equinox we held a ceremony as part of the global one coordinated from Alaska by White Eagle Medicine Woman. The
purpose was to link the grid points across the Earth. In the past
month we have also guided several Vision Quests. If you feel the
call to Quest during this last part of 2016, email us at
support@shamanicsinportugal.com to indicate dates most
convenient for you to Quest. Just include your name, email
address and dates. We will then assess numbers for a particular
weekend and if convenient, email to confirm the date and to
request a booking.
29/30th October will be Discovering the Inner Realms…an
Introduction to Shamanism. This will introduce you to the
shamanic experience of ritual, creating sacred space, journeying,
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meeting your guides, power animals and much more on our
experiential journey together. It will provide you with powerful,
effective tools to let you tap into the unseen world for insight and
healing which requires no external authority, intermediary, or
even beliefs.
A copy of our All About Air workbook will be provided to all who
book.
The full list of events is available by visiting this link:
Forthcoming Events. The dates for 2017 will be available
shortly. For details of further events view our Facebook page.
If you feel the need for deep intense one-on-one coaching, email
us at shamanicsinportugal@gmail.com. Skype or similar is
available.
~~~~~~~~~~~~

Contemplation and Self Investigation for October
The Ripple Effect - How we can change the world
LOVE
Trying to put words to this investigation is an interesting one as it
is simpler and far larger than words convey. And, words can trip
us up very easily too, though here goes!
It all comes down to LOVE.
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And this starts within ourselves. Once we start to open our own
hearts and realise that we all want to be loved and feel the
ultimate unity of that peace, we can start to shift and see others
as the same as ourselves. This is where we can all then start to
make a difference in the current world we are in – making a
paradigm shift in our awareness.
When you can see past the pain and the suffering; the anger and
frustration; the fear and the awful things we perceive; and know
that we all want to feel Love, we then can raise our own
vibration. We move beyond forgiveness to compassion and
grace. We stop the judgements of this event or person as being
bad or not good - in whatever guise this may take.
We then can stop taking on dense low vibration energy and move
into a position of healing ourselves.
This will then create a ripple effect of movement, spreading out
both within ourselves and outward to the world around us.
The more we can Love ourselves, the more we can pour Love
into the world.
When you see each human being as Love, your shoulders lower,
you become less stiff and your breath slows, you smile more, you
walk in a world of no fear. As you cultivate this space, you create
the calmness within your own being. You then radiate this out
to the world around you.
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Imagine yourself as the centre of a spiral. The energy spirals
inwards to deep core beliefs that are out dated, releasing and
freeing old stagnant energy. The physical body heals as well as
on a mind/emotional level. Opening you to greater freedom from
reactions to external influences.
You then at the same time, start to walk with an open heart,
radiating out Love to others as you touch their own energy fields.
This has a spark effect, a ripple that touches everyone around
you - when you smile and laugh the whole world can smile with
you.
You know when you have met such a person, they will light up
the whole room with a smile, immediately lifting the energy. Just
imagine the effect if each of us is in that state of being?
Humanity will change, for this flow of energy creates flow,
releasing stagnation.
We cannot all become givers by being aid or charity workers or
work in support services. Though we can all be in touch with the
Love that is at the core of us all.
The world we live in is the world that is within us now. The
landscapes you find yourself in, the people you are interacting
with, family and friends are in your world. When reading or
watching the news, we can easily become angered and saddened.
By choosing to interact with these worlds, then it becomes part
of your world.
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The key here is to choose how to interact with the external world,
and what we choose then feeds into our own now bigger world the world of our own thoughts, feelings and actions. We can
choose to be loving and peaceful, then that is our world. This
makes a difference. The same is true if we react in a negative
way: angry, abusive and threatening, that is what ripples out
affecting the world around each of us.
The external world is not our world, it is not part of your
experience unless you choose to participate in it. Only then does
it become part of your world. We can choose to stay in high
vibration and not be affected by what we perceive as happening
to others and send Love to all regardless. Then we are helping
heal the world.
We can also choose to physically become actively involved if the
passion is deep enough. Though question why you are
motivated to do this? Is it because you are angry or do you want
to spread the Love? Our true nature is loving kindness.
The shadow within us moves outside of us, just as the beauty
and love that is within us
ripples from our beings.
Just imagine if we all knew, that we are all the same – LOVE. We
would cherish, honour and be in peace with each other.
Doodling the other night with spirals it became clear if we are all
at the beginning of each spiral and when we interact with another
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our spirals meet. Though it does not stop there, it continues –
your energy interacting with another, then another and
another without limit. For we touch each other even if we have
not physically met, our energies are linked.
The image below shows straight lines connecting the dots, though
if you superimpose a spiral from each point, it becomes even
more interesting. How many more people do you silently touch?

Wikipedia - Six degrees of separation is the idea that
everyone and everything is only six or fewer steps away, by way
of introduction, from any other person in the world. In this way a
chain of "a friend of a friend" statements can be made to connect
any two people in a maximum of six steps. This way to connect
to all those we do not know was originally set out by Frigyes
Karinthy in 1929.
Do you frown, moan, criticise? Are you fearful or do you smile,
engage in positive words and celebrate. Observe the response
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when you smile at others, notice also when you frown at others,
again what is the response?
Again the same quote turns up...
“Be the change that you wish to see in the world”
– Mahatma Ghandi
You wish peace, be peace
You wish love, be love
You wish forgiveness, be forgiveness
You wish joy, be joy
You wish care, be caring
You wish empathy, be empathetic
You wish for no more war, be the peaceful warrior within your
own lives, be peace
The list is endless...
We can be that change.
The more we heal ourselves and shift and open our awareness to
that healing and then move into love, we then stop accepting any
more hurt and dis-ease because we do not react in the same
way.
Are you aware enough to realise it starts with each and every
single one of us.
LOVE, We are Love
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~~~~~~~~~~~~

Portuguese power animal for October
Wasp

TRANSITION
Wasps are generally seen as an annoying part of nature. The
medicine of these small creatures though contains a wonderful
message.
Wasps are able to adapt to their environment, some are social,
communal and others are loners. The duality shows up again in
the colours of their bodies, black and yellow, two extremely
opposite colours. This is very yang and very yin, the energy of
extremes.

At some times of the year Wasp energy is one of gathering and
building and normally non-aggressive. However, when autumn
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comes and the weather is cooling down they start to search for
more protein and become far more aggressive - survival instincts
are to the fore.
Wasp is seen to be of feminine energy, a representation
of powerful female warrior energy and one of sisterhood - all
adult Wasps are female.
In community they work together to build the nest and feed the
ever developing larvae. They are very adaptable to the food they
use, pollen, bark and carrion as well as fruit.
It is said that they hold the secrets of sacred geometry due to
building their nests with sacred numbers and angles. Wasp shows
teamwork, communication, communal living, productivity,
diversity, independence, passion, order, success and fertility.
Are you a social being and communally based, or view yourself
as an individual?
Or, do you see yourself as being one that can be both? Work
within a community whilst also being an independent individual
with your own passions, thoughts, feelings and drive? Do you
want to be more part of a community or is being with people not
really for you?
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Wasp may turn up at periods of transition - life and death, the
parting or joining in relationships, a change in work/home life.
Wasp has a serious energy and is here to teach us to laugh at
ourselves in the face of adversity. Are you happy in your life
situations or does Wasp sting you into waking up to your true
potential?
Are you doing your spiritual work in balance with your diet and
bodily needs?
Wasps are very adaptable, do you hear your intuition, your gut
feeling and work with what you are being shown or are you
stuck? Look for inspiration and energy to adapt to your own
needs and those around you.
Are you being totally honest with self and others, again Wasp
may turn up to nudge you to stand in your own power and start
to be integral to who you are and not what others want you to
be to them, or you believe you should be!
Wasp energy as you can see is very powerful if you absorb the
energy of its medicine. There is success and challenge, there is
standing in your own power and joining in with people who are
like minded in their goals and passions.
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Do not stand in the way of Wasp medicine! People may sting you
into action with their honesty and drive. Observe who you are
spending time with and feel if this is positive and draining and
connect with your inner being to see where you fit into the bigger
picture? This will bring harmony and unity into being.
Connect with the feminine aspects of yourself and find the
warrior within, for there is much wisdom there.

~~~~~~~~~~~~
In numerology October is a Universal 1 month, meaning new
beginnings. We are also moving toward the end of 2016, many
would say not a moment too soon! 2017 is a 1 year. So, we are
now in a period of planting seeds, which can germinate during
2017 - the first in a new nine year cycle.
When you allow yourself to hear Source´s whispers then you
will know your vision for the coming years.

Suze and Gregory
and the Shamanics in Portugal team

If this edition of The Earth Spirit Journal was forwarded to you
and you would like one to be sent directly to you, please
complete the request form at the link below:
http://shamanicsinportugal.com/subscribe
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Please DO share and distribute this newsletter with as many
others as you feel guided to, though please ensure to keep the
integrity of its content by including the authors and source
website links. Thank you.

For more information click here
Note: for links in the Earth Spirit Journal to work,
you must be connected to Internet ;)
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